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Abstract

For over 20 years the data clustering properties and applications of the ef-
ficient Burrows-Wheeler transform have been researched. Lexicographic suffix-
sorting is induced during the transformation, and more recently a new direc-
tion has considered alternative ordering strategies for suffix arrays and thus the
transforms. In this survey we look at these distinctly ordered bijective and lin-
ear transforms. For arbitrary alphabets we discuss the V -BWT derived from
V -order and the D-BWT based on lex-extension order. The binary case yields
a pair of transforms, the binary Rouen B-BWT, defined using binary block
order. Lyndon words are relevant to implementing the original transform; the
new transforms are defined for analogous structures: V -words, indeterminate
Lyndon words, and B-words, respectively. There is plenty of scope for further
non-lexicographic transforms as indicated in the conclusion.
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1. Introduction

In this survey we review recent advances in schemes for computing permu-
tations of texts in the context of the Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) [7].
Considerable interest in this transform, spanning over 20 years, ensues from its

� This paper is in honour of the esteemed stringologist Professor Costas S. Iliopoulos in
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